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The Pragmatic Programmers, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Achieve awesome user experiences and performance with simple,
maintainable code! Embrace the full stack of web development, from styling with Bootstrap,
building an interactive user interface with Angular 4, to storing data quickly and reliably in
PostgreSQL. With this fully revised new edition, take a holistic view of full-stack development to
create usable, high-performing applications with Rails 5.1. Rails is a great tool for building web
applications, but it s not the best at everything. Embrace the features built into your database.
Learn how to use front-end frameworks. Seize the power of the application stack through Angular
4, Bootstrap, and PostgreSQL. When used together, these powerful and easy-to-use tools will open
you to a new world of possibilities. This second edition is updated to cover Angular - a completely
reworked front-end framework - and dives into new Postgres 9.6 features such as UPSERT. Also new
is Webpack coverage, to develop the front-end code for your Rails application. Create a usable and
attractive login form using Bootstrap s styles, while ensuring the database table backing it is secure
using Postgres check constraints. See how...
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This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- K en Wa tsica-- K en Wa tsica

The very best book i actually read through. I have got read through and i am certain that i will likely to read through yet again yet again down the road. I
realized this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to learn.
-- Alfr eda  B a r r ows-- Alfr eda  B a r r ows
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